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Abstract— PeerCheck [1] is a lightweight library-based ap-
proach to implement symbolic execution over object-oriented lan-
guages without modifying the analyzed code. Unlike traditional
symbolic execution engines, the symbolic semantics is built as an
external library that runs together with the target program. They
can accomplish this task thanks to special features of the python
programming language which allows one to implement symbolic
values with class objects. However, their approach is limited to
symbolic execution on primitive types. In this work, we show an
extension that enables one to perform symbolic execution with
user-defined class objects. In addition, we build a new verification
tool, called PEF, which implements the described technique, and
our extension. This tool can be used to verify programs written in
the Python programming language, and we developed in python
on top of the Z3 SMT solver. We used the tool to verify its
own code, showing its potential and usefulness to test programs
in production. We also evaluate the tool for testing well known
algorithms and data structures.

Index Terms—Reliability, verification, unit testing, symbolic
execution, program testing, program debugging, program prov-
ing, program verification, symbolic interpretation, testing Python
programs.

I. INTRODUCTION

Symbolic execution is a popular technique for reasoning
about programs. It implements a symbolic semantics that al-
lows one to execute programs on symbolic inputs representing
multiple concrete inputs, thus simultaneously covering many
concrete executions on single (symbolic) execution paths.

Based on this technique, a variety of tools have been
successful in detecting program errors automatically. Tradi-
tionally, the symbolic semantics was implemented either by:
• writing a new interpreter for the programming language;

or
• translating the code into another language with symbolic

execution support; or
• instrumenting the target code. That is, writing an external

program that injects instructions into strategic locations to
achieve symbolic support while maintaining the original
interpreter.

For example, Java PathFinder [2] is implented as an interpreter
for the JVM bytecode; DART [3] is an interpreter for x86
binary programs; Bitblaze [4] translates binary code to an
intermediate language, and CUTE [5] implements C code
instrumentation.

Unfortunately, these approaches have some drawbacks.
They require a large amount of code that have to be developed
and maintained. Also, they present problems when handling

generated or dynamically loaded code. Finally, it may be
difficult to follow the evolution of the language, and to support
nonstandard extensions.

To solve these problems, PeerCheck [1] proposes a novel
alternative. It introduces a peer architecture, where the sym-
bolic execution engine works alongside the program. Rather
than defining a new interpreter or compiler, it simply im-
plements the symbolic execution engine as a library in the
target language. The peer architecture exploits the capabilities
provided by dynamic and pure object oriented languages.
The idea is based mainly on their ability to dynamically
dispatch primitive operators such as arithmetic operators, array
accesses, conditional branch tests, etc.

However, the peer architecture has been criticized [6] since
it only allows one to check programs implemented with
primitive types. This paper shows that it is feasible to extend
PeerCheck to handle user-defined class objects. The extension
opens a new path to build verification tools with little effort
and only restricted by the ability of the automated provers.
Nonetheless, the power of these provers, like SMT solvers [7],
is constantly advancing.

We present the technique applied to programs written in
Python. Python is a pure object oriented language used to
implement high level functionality over a wide variety of
systems. However, achieving a high degree of coverage testing
on Python programs has been recognized as a necessity due to
the lack of static type checking in this language. Moreover, our
methodology can by applied to other object oriented program
languages.

In order to realize our approach, we implement the PEF
(Python Error Finder) verification tool. The tool works as a
proof of concept of the improved peer architecture technique
mentioned above. It was developed by integrating the Z3 [8]
SMT solver with our Python (version 3) code. The tool
also implements a contract system for expressing pre and
postconditions, program exceptions, and type restrictions.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: In Section II,
we give an overview of the symbolic execution technique.
Section III describes the PEF architecture and its subsys-
tems. Section IV presents the implemented contract system.
Section VI shows how the tool was used to verify its own
code. Section VII shows some results by applying the tool on
well known algorithms and data structures. In Section VIII,
we discuss related work. Finally, Section IX presents the
conclusions and discusses future work.978-1-5386-3057-0/17/$31.00 ©2017 IEEE



II. SYMBOLIC EXECUTION

Symbolic execution is a technique originally proposed by
James C. King [9] in order to obtain reliable software pro-
grams. In this technique the program execution is emulated
defining an alternative “symbolic execution” semantics by
replacing its concrete input values by arbitrary symbols. Thus,
the analyzed programs transforms symbolic states during its
execution, instead of the real data objects. Symbolic execution
attempts to cover all possible execution paths by choosing
different satisfiable path constraints until all execution traces
are fully explored.

Consider a program consisting only of assignment state-
ments and conditional statements (IF-THEN-ELSE). One way
to visualize this technique is representing programs as exe-
cution trees: each node will represent a execution statement,
and each edge a transition from one statement to the next,
according to the program’s execution path. When the node
represents a conditional statement, it will have two output
edges, one for the THEN choice, and another for the ELSE

choice.
The technique builds this tree from the root (program start)

by executing the program symbolically and attaching each
node to a symbolic state. A symbolic states includes the
symbolic values of its variables α and a path condition PC. At
beginning, the root node has PC = True, and α is the map
from the input program variables v1, · · · , vn to the symbols
s1, · · · , sn representing the initial symbolic values. Given a
symbolic state σ = 〈α, PC〉 attached to a node, the technique
generates its child nodes as follows:

1) Over a node representing an assignment statement, it
creates a new child node with a new symbolic state. This
has the same PC, and α is obtained by the replacing
the left-hand side variable in every assignment statement
by its right-hand side expression. This expression has
to be first converted into a symbolic one, replacing its
variables by the symbolic expressions of the variables
defined on the map.

2) Over a node representing an “IF e THEN S1 ELSE

S2” statement there are two possible path conditions.
Thus, PC is updated to PC = PC ∧ σ(e), and a
new path condition PC ′ = PC ′∧ !σ(e) is created.
For these formulas, σ(e) gives the symbolic value of
the expression according to α. PC and PC ′ define at
most two child nodes according to their satisfiability,
by assigning concrete values to the associated symbolic
variables. In order to decide the satisfiabiliy of the path
restrictions, an automated prover or a custom decision
procedure is used. If neither PC nor PC ′ are satisfiable,
the symbolic execution for this path ends.

3) If the symbolic execution reaches an exit instruction or
error (for example, the program fails or violates an asser-
tion) the corresponding instance of symbolic execution
ends, and an assignment that meets the current symbolic
path condition is generated, using an automated prover,
as in the previous case.

In step 2, if both path conditions are satisfiables, the method
first chooses the THEN branch. Thus, the tree is generated in
DFS order. In this case, the method arrive at a free branch,
otherwise we say that is a forced branch.

As an example, Figure 1 shows the tree generated from the
Figure 2 code. The edges are labeled with the corresponding
line code number.

Fig. 1. Execution tree example.

1 def f(total, price):
2 if total > price:
3 total = total - price
4 if total == 0:
5 assert False

Fig. 2. Symbolic execution example.

If the program contains loops or recursive calls this tech-
nique can be generalized with the inconvenience that it can
produce infinite trees. One solution, which ensures termina-
tion, is to limit the depth of the generated tree [9]. The solution
is also useful when the size of the tree is large, to avoid
scalability problems.

III. PEF IMPLEMENTATION

PEF follows the peer architecture proposed in [1]. The sym-
bolic execution engine is implemented as a language library,
which allows one its execution as a peer of the target program.
This program is executed by the engine with special input
arguments called proxy objects instead of concrete values.
The proxy objects act as symbolic values for the symbolic
execution technique.

When the target program performs a class operation on a
proxy object, the interpreter dynamically dispatches a function
call to the symbolic execution engine. This allows one to keep
track of the input changes at run-time. In the particular case of
a conditional jump that requires the value of a proxy object,
the symbolic execution engine is reported again, and it queries



an external prover (SMT solver Z3) to decide which route to
explore. In Figure 3 we can see this architecture.
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Fig. 3. PEF Architecture.

The symbolic execution engine is implemented by two cou-
pled subsystems: the execution loop is in charge of running the
target program several times through different tree execution
paths, and the proxy objects, one for each type class, are
responsibles for tracking changes of the symbolic values.

A. Execution Loop

The subsystem is implemented by the explore method.
Figure 4 shows its simplified code. It takes the target program
and the proxy objects (symbolic inputs) as arguments. Each
iteration in the loop (line 8) explores a new path of the execu-
tion tree, and it stores the return value, or throw exception if
any (line 12 to 14). It also captures the output of the program
by intercepting calls to the print function.

Whenever the system reaches a free branch, it chooses one
path to explore, and it schedules a future analysis for the
other path. In order to register them, the subsystem creates
two global lists (stacks):
• _path (initialized on line 6)

It is a list of boolean values that point out the chosen path
in a free branch node. The boolean _path[i] indicates
the current branch choice (THEN or ELSE) for the ith
free branch in a path. So, the symbolic execution engine
uses this list to schedule each path of exploration. Also,
the same list is used for the full analysis of the target
program.

• _pathcondition (initialized on line 9)
It contains the current path condition (PC) being ex-
plored. It is initialized by this subsystem, and then it is
filled by the proxy objects, which we will show later.
_pathcondition[i] stores the restriction of the ith free
branch in the current path. These formulas are conjoined,
and the result will be used by the prover to decide the
satisfiability of the path condition.

1 def explore(function, args, kwargs):
2 """
3 Explores all reachable paths from ‘function’
4 with initial ‘args’ y ‘kwargs’.
5 """
6 _path = []
7 have_paths_to_explore = True
8 while have_paths_to_explore:
9 _pathcondition = []

10 result, error = None, None
11 try:
12 (result, output) = function(*args, **kwargs)
13 except Exception as e:
14 error = e
15 finally:
16 yield (args, kwargs, result, error,
17 output, _pathcondition)
18 while len(_path) > 0 and not _path[-1]:
19 path.pop()
20 if not _path:
21 have_paths_to_explore = False
22 else:
23 _path[-1] = False

Fig. 4. Simplified code of the explore function.

These variables are a means of communication between the
subsystem and the proxy objects. This allows the subsystem
to execute all DFS paths of the execution tree: PEF uses the
information stored in _path to obtain the prefix of the new
path to be explore. At beginning of each iteration (line 9), the
list _pathcondition is emptied. Then, the postfix of false
values in _path is removed (line 19), and the last true value
is negated. This process allows one to explore the negative
branches. When _path is empty (line 20) all the branches
where explored, and the process ends. Moreover, branches are
explored to some depth or until the prover cannot decide the
satisfiability of the expressions involved. PEF informs the user
about the branches that are ignored.

Each time the symbolic execution finds a function call, it
will be executed symbolically since its proxy objects param-
eters (if any) will inform PEF of the symbolic state change.
The return value (usually symbolic) is used to continue the
original execution.

The explore method was programmed as a generator
(line 16), where for each explored path it returns a tuple
containing:
• the list of positional and variable length proxy objects

arguments (args y kwargs) of the target program;
• the symbolic result of the execution path (result);
• the thrown exception, if any (error);
• the output written to stdout (output)
• and, the final path condition (_pathcondition).
The symbolic execution process have to be modified to

ensure termination (Section II). This was done by bounding
the scanning depth of the execution tree. The default limit was
taken from [1], but can be easily changed if necessary. This
value was in practice sufficient for our analyzed example pro-
grams. More information about these results will be presented
in Section VII.



B. Proxy Objects

Object-oriented languages, such as Smalltalk, Ruby or
Python, represent all data as objects. In addition, its operations
are translated into method calls. The translation is also per-
formed on operations of primitive types such as +, >, ==, and,
etc. Moreover, the type of the objects is defined only by the
name of its attributes and methods, regardless of whether it is
a primitive or user defined type. This property of languages is
known as Duck Typing1. Our work is based on these features:
PEF executes the target program replacing its arguments with
proxy objects, which have the same methods and attributes
names. Therefore, proxy objects simulate the behavior of real
objects, while tracking the execution of the program.

In order to simulate binary operations on primitive types,
proxy objects have to mimic their implementation. Python
implements a ”double dispatch” mechanism for binary opera-
tions. For example, the expression x + y is translated to the
call x.__add__(y), if the class of x knows the class of y (e.g.
when they belong to the same class). If x belongs to a built-
in class (e.g. int) and y belongs to a different one, Python
performs the alternative translation y.__radd__(x) (addition
to the right) by delegating the result to the y class method. In
case the class of y cannot resolve the operation, this will result
in a run-time error. The double dispatch mechanism is used
by Python in other classes, for example bool: the expression
a < b has an initial translation a.__lt __(b). However, if a
and b belong to different classes, the operation is translated
to b.__gt__(a).

As we have already mentioned, proxy objects are in fact
symbolic values. Besides, they perform the symbolic execution
process in PEF. They act like ”spies”, which behave like other
objects, emulating their behavior, and tracking all their opera-
tions. The automated prover uses the information collected by
our proxy objects to decide which paths can be taken in the
target program execution.

PEF implements different classes of proxy objects in order
to represent values of different types. As an example, in
Figure 5 we show a simplified version of the integer proxy
class, while our implementation supports the same set of
numeric operators and predicates as the Python built-in integer
class.

The code shows the implementation for the construc-
tor (method __init__), the addition operators (methods
__add__, __radd__), and equality tests (__eq__, __req__).
It include the global object smt as an interface with the prover.

We first describe the constructor method. The call to
smt.fresh_var(int) (line 8) generates a fresh integer
variable for the prover, thus creating a symbolic value. If an
initialization value is passed, the constructor calls the method
smt.make_symbolic(value) (line 10) which creates an
integer constant instead. Besides, if the initialization value is
already symbolic, it is stored unmodified.

Then, the __add__ (line) and __eq__ methods return proxy
objects representing integer o boolean expresions used in the

1https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Duck typing.

1 class IntProxy(ProxyObject):
2 """
3 Symbolic integers
4 """
5

6 def __init__(self, value=None):
7 if value is None:
8 self.term = smt.fresh_var(int)
9 else:

10 self.term = smt.make_symbolic(value)
11

12 def __add__(self, other):
13 """
14 x.__add__(y) <==> x+y
15 """
16 return IntProxy(smt.op(’+’, self.term,
17 other.term))
18 def __radd__(self, other):
19 """
20 x.__radd__(y) <==> y+x
21 """
22 return self.__add__(other)
23

24 def __eq__(self, other):
25 """
26 x.__eq__(y) <==> x==y
27 """
28 return BoolProxy(smt.pred(’=’, self.term,
29 other.term))
30 def __req__(self, other):
31 """
32 x.__req__(y) <==> y==x
33 """
34 return self.__eq__(other)

Fig. 5. IntProxy class (abbreviated code)

path conditions. They call smt.op and smt.pred to construct
them.

The implementation of boolean proxy objects is more
complex because it decides which branches to follow in the
execution tree of the program. A simplified version of the
class is shown in Figure 6. The implementation is linked to
the execution loop (Section III-A) through the global _path
and _pathcondition lists.

Each time a conditional predicate contains proxy objects,
the _ bool__ class method is called by the Python interpreter
to decide which path have to take. Therefore, the prover is
consulted for the feasibility of the paths. It decides whether the
formula stored in the BoolProxy object or its negation are sat-
isfied along with the rest of the formulas in _pathcondition

(line 16 to 20). If only one of these set of formulas is satisfied
(i.e. the program execution arrives to a forced branch), the
method returns the boolean value of the associated branch
to the interpreter (line 22 to 25). So, the execution of the
target program continues without modifying the lists _path

and _pathcondition (line 16 to 25). Otherwise, when both
set of formulas are satisfiables (i.e. the program execution
arrives to a free branch):

1) If _path contains more values than the length of the
path condition, the execution arrived at an already ex-
plored free branch. In this case, the method appends the
formula or its negation to the path condition, according



1 class BoolProxy(ProxyObject):
2 """
3 Symbolic booleans
4 """
5 def __init__(self, formula=None):
6 if formula is None:
7 self.formula = smt.fresh_var(bool)
8 else:
9 self.formula = smt.make_symbolic(formula)

10

11 def __not__(self):
12 return BoolProxy(smt.formula(’!’, self.formula))
13

14 def __bool__(self):
15 # Test path conditions
16 true_cond = smt.solve(smt.formula(’&’,
17 _pathcondition, self.formula))
18 false_cond = smt.solve(smt.formula(’&’,
19 _pathcondition,
20 smt.formula(’!’, self.formula)))
21 # There is only one path
22 if true_cond and !false_cond:
23 return True
24 if !true_cond and false_cond:
25 return False
26

27 if len(_path) > len(_pathcondition):
28 # Have to recover previous state
29 branch = _path[len(self._pathcondition)]
30 if branch:
31 _pathcondition.append(self.formula)
32 else:
33 _pathcondition.append.(smt.formula(’!’,
34 self.formula))
35 return branch
36

37 # Reachs the max limit of the exploration
38 if len(_path) >= MAX_DEPTH:
39 # Paramos la exploracíon de esta rama.
40 raise MaxDepthError()
41

42 # Follows the True path
43 Seguimos el camino que asigna True a la guarda.
44 _path.append(True)
45 _pathcondition.append(self.formula)
46 return True

Fig. 6. BoolProxy class (abbreviated code).

the current truth value of the branch stored in __path.
Finally, it returns to the interpreter the boolean value
associated with the branch to be executed in the current
run (line 27 to 35).

2) If the depth bound is exceeded, then this path is termi-
nated by throwing an exception (line 38 to 40).

3) Otherwise, the branch was not explored. Thus, the true
branch have to be explored on this test run, so this
boolean value is returned. In addition, the value is added
to _path, and the current formula is stored in the path
condition (line 44 to 46). The False branch is deferred
to a subsequent run. Note that the _path list is only
modified here and by the execution loop.

C. Container Proxy Objects

Besides integers and booleans, PEF can perform sym-
bolic execution with list, slice and string symbolic values.

These are implemented with the proxy classes ListProxy,
StringProxy and SliceProxy.

The class ListProxy implements indexing operation
l[i], list update l[i]=j, length len(l), list concatena-
tion l+m, replication l*i, insertion l.insert(i,j), append
l.append(i), lexicographic comparison l<m, etc. Lists l, m
and indices i, j can by also proxy objects.

The lists were represented in z3 as arrays. In addition, we
had to represent the limit of its size by adding a symbolic
integer, since the Z3 arrays are unbounded. In order to
communicate this constraint to Z3 we add a global list called
_facts (in addition to _path and _pathcondition). This
list defines conditions to be assumed by the prover. Figure 7
shows the constructor method of the class ListProxy. In
line 10 the method appends the non-negative initial length
constraint.

1 class ListProxy(ProxyObject):
2 """
3 Symbolic lists
4 """
5 def __init__(self, initial=None):
6 if not initial:
7 self._array = smt.fresh_var(array_int)
8 self._len = smt.fresh_var(int)
9 # Always positive lengths

10 _facts.append(self._len >= 0)
11 else:
12 self._array = smt.make_symbolic(initial)
13 self._len = smt.make_symbolic(len(intitial))

Fig. 7. ListProxy constructor class (abbreviated code).

The represented length constraint can generate new branches
in a program execution tree. Figure 8 shows this behavior.

1 def f(ls):
2 if ls[0] < 0:
3 ls[0] = 0
4 else:
5 for j in ls:
6 print(j)
7 return None

Fig. 8. Induced branches by list length (example code).

When the function is called with a symbolic list ls,
the symbolic execution generates three different path
conditions: [len(ls)==0]; [len(ls)>0, ls[0]<0], and
[len(ls)>0, !ls[0]<0] (line 2). In the first path PEF
throw the IndexError exception since it cannot evaluate
ls[0] in the condition. In the second path, the symbolic
execution performs the list update (line 3). The last path
corresponds to the else branch.

This else branch continues with a loop over the symbolic
list (line 5). The first iteration is performed without branching
since the path condition includes the constraint len(ls) > 0.
In the following iterations, the symbolic execution branches
a path: one path returns None, and the other continues
in the loop. In this last case, PEF appends the condition



len(ls) > i, with i the number of the iteration. This pro-
cess continues until the maximum exploring depth is reached.

The list proxy objects implemented in PEF cannot store
values of different types since Z3 arrays have this restriction.
Furthermore, our current implementation only allows us to
store symbolic or concrete integer values. Anyway, concrete
lists can store concrete or symbolic values with different types,
since in this case, it is not necessary to represent them in Z3.

In order to support all operations on lists, it was necessary
to implement intermediary slices. Slices are widely used since
they allow the extraction of list segments, and they are widely
used by Python programmers. For example, given the slice
a:b, ls[a:b] is the sub-list from the position a (starting at
0) to the position b-1.

The strings and lists have a similar implementation. Strings
were represented in Z3 with an array and a symbolic integer
since Z3 does not provide native support for this type. Besides,
the StringProxy class only has a subset of the functional-
ities provided by the ListProxy class, since strings are not
mutable, unlike lists.

IV. CONTRACT SYSTEM

In order to improve error detection, we incorporate a
contract system which can define types and properties to be
validate or impose on the program execution. Its syntax is
non-invasive, and follows the docstring convention2. We define
four kind of contracts: preconditions, postconditions, types and
exceptions.

The precondition contracts are used to impose initial
constraint to the argument values of a function. They start
with the keyword :assume:, and continue with some boolean
expressions separated by commas, which are interpreted as a
conjunction of formulas. Figure 9 shows an example.

def positive_division(i, j):
"""
:assume: i > 0, j > 0
"""
i // j

Fig. 9. Precondition contract (example).

Within the contract, the user can refer to any of the input
arguments or functions defined in the same context of the
target program.

Postcondition contracts are used to define the properties
that have to be satisfied after the target program is run. These
contracts are used by PEF as an oracle test to detect program
errors. They start with the keyword :ensure:, and continues
with some boolean expressions separated by commas, just like
precondition contracts. Figure 10 shows an example.

Within this type of contract the keyword returnv indicates
the return value of the target program. The other variables only
refer to the initial value of the execution.

2https://www.python.org/dev/peps/pep-0257/.

def f(a, b):
"""
:ensure: returnv >= a + b
"""
return abs(a) + abs(b)

Fig. 10. Postcondition contract (example).

Python is a dynamically typed language, and lacks explicit
type definitions. In order to define the types of the program
inputs, we extend the contract system with type contracts.
These kind of contract allows us to generate the appropriate
proxy object according the declared type. An example of type
contract is shown in Figure 11.

def polimorfic_product(a, b):
"""
:types: a: int, b: [int, str]
"""
return a * b

Fig. 11. Type contract (example).

These contracts start with the keyword :types:, and con-
tinue with the type declaration. The syntax allows us to declare
a list of types for each argument. In this case PEF performs
a symbolic execution process for each one. When there are
several arguments that define more than one type, a symbolic
execution process is run for each combination of possible type
arguments.

Although type contracts are necessary for the symbolic
execution of a program, there are cases in which PEF is able
to infer the types automatically:

• When a class method refer to the variable self, PEF
infers that its type is the class.

• When a program declares an argument as *args, PEF
infers that it has type list.

• When a type contract defines an argument of type list,
PEF infers that is a list containing integer values, since
PEF is able to handle only this type.

If it is not possible to deduce the type of an argument, then
PEF will throw an own contract type exception.

In Python not all exceptions point to an error, since they
are sometimes used intentionally in programs to communicate
their internal state. Therefore, the system includes exception
contracts. These allow us to differentiate those uses of the
exceptions.

Exception contracts begin with the keyword :raises:,
continue with the type of the Python exception, and end with
a list of conditions over the variables. If an exception of this
type occurs in the symbolic execution of a path, PEF checks
the validity of the conditions assuming the path condition. If
they are true, the path is considered as correct. In Figure 12 we
show an example where a division by zero is not considered
an error.



def integer_division(i, j):
"""
:raises: ZeroDivisionError: j == 0
"""
return i // j

Fig. 12. Exception contract (example).

V. USER DEFINED PROXY CLASSES

The peer architecture proposal had some criticism [6] since
it only allows one symbolic execution over primitive types.
However, we will show how to extend this technique to
generate symbolic values of user-defined class objects.

PEF implements the generation of proxy objects of primitive
types or user-defined classes with an unique function called
proxify. This function takes a type identifier, and returns
a set of proxy objects. For presentation purposes, Figure 13
shows a simplified algorithm code.

1 def proxify(type):
2 if isBuiltin(type):
3 return proxify_builtin(type)
4 else:
5 # Get all type arguments in contract
6 argTypes = TypeContract.parse(type.__init__)
7 # Get all combinations of type arguments
8 argTypeCombinations = combine(argTypes)
9 result = []

10 for argTypesComb in argTypeCombinations:
11 # Proxify current combination of arguments
12 argProxyObjs = []
13 for typeArg in argTypesComb:
14 argProxyObjs += proxify(typeArg)
15 # Get all combinations of proxy arguments
16 argProxyObjCombinations = combine(argProxyObjs)
17 for argProxyObjsComb in argProxyObjCombinations:
18 # Symbolic execution of constructor
19 result += symbolicExec(type.__init__ ,
20 argProxyObjsComb)
21 return result

Fig. 13. proxify method (abbreviated code).

At first, in line 2 the function asks whether its argument is
a built-in type. In this case, it returns the corresponding proxy
object. Thus, it returns an IntProxy object for int type, a
BoolProxy object for bool type, etc.

Otherwise, if the argument is an user-defined class, the
algorithm search for a type contract defined in its constructor
(__init__) method (line 6). The types of the constructor
arguments have to be specified in order to instantiate the proxy
objects.

In line 8 the function generates all possible type combina-
tions of types in the constructor arguments. This is because
type contracts can specify a list of types for each argument,
as mentioned in Section IV.

From line 9, the result variable accumulates the possible
instantiated proxy objects from the input class. For that matter,
the loop (next line) operates over each possible list of types
of constructor arguments (variable argTypesComb). For each

type in this list, the function performs a recursive call returning
a set of proxy objects for each argument in the input class. The
variable argProxyObjs accumulates the received objects,
which can also be some instances of primitive types or user-
defined classes. Note that, these recursive calls end since user-
defined classes are eventually implemented with built-in types.

The function then generates all possible combinations of
the proxy objects returned by its recursive calls (line 16).
Each combination will be a set of symbolic arguments for the
constructor of the input class. These are stored in the variable
argProxyObjCombinations.

Some class object constructors (implemented in the
__init__ method) can induce several execution paths accord-
ing to their arguments. This possibility will make it necessary
to build some new instances of constructor arguments. For ex-
ample, in Figure 14, the constructor creates different attributes
value according to the n argument. Given this constructor, the
function proxify returns two proxy objects: s0 and s1, with
s0.value == i0 and s1.value == i0+5, where i0 is the
proxy object created from the n argument by a recursive call.

class GreaterFive(object):
def __init__(self, n):

"""
:type: n: int
"""
if n > 5:

self.value = n
else:

self.value = n + 5

Fig. 14. Constructor paths (example).

In order to generate these proxy objects, the function
symbolically executes the constructor of the input class (
line 19), obtaining a proxy object of this class for each
execution path. The symbolic execution uses as arguments of
the constructor each combination of the proxy objects stored in
argProxyObjCombinations. The generated proxy objects
are accumulated in the result variable, and returned as a
result of the function.

It should be noted that this algorithm has a limitation: only
variables declared inside the constructor are instantiated to
proxy objects. Therefore, user-defined classes modifying class
variables or global variables cannot be fully instantiated to
proxy objects. This only limits the coverage of the symbolic
execution algorithms, possibly ignoring some execution paths
of the target program.

VI. VERIFICATION OF PEF WITH PEF

Throughout the development of PEF, we find some problems
implementing the proxy objects methods. This was because a
poor documentation of the built-in types or the complexity
of the involved operation. Therefore, we decided to apply this
tool on itself. The result is a real use-case applied on a software
in production showing the potential of PEF.

The task was performed using the tool as a library (PEF
can also be executed in command line interface). The program



is available with the PEF code (implementation_test.py
file). It performs the symbolic execution of the proxy object
methods implemented by PEF. Then, the symbolic result of
each path is compared with the result of built-in operations in
Python. The task is fully automatically performed:

1) It searches for all implementations of proxy objects in
PEF code. For each of them, it identifies the emulated
built-in class. We call c each proxy class, and real(c)

the built-in class emulated by c.
2) Given a class c, PEF explores the executions paths of its

methods. For each method, PEF returns a set of tuples
by performing symbolic execution. These tuples contain
some input proxy objects, a symbolic result, a path con-
dition, and a thrown exceptions if any (Section III-A).
Each tuple corresponds to an execution path.

3) With a path condition and a symbolic result, PEF can
build a test case for the real(c) built-in method: it
obtains a variable assignment that satisfies the path
condition (obtains a model) by using the Z3 prover. This
variable assignment is used as concrete arguments in
the built-in method. Also, an expected concrete return
value is obtained with the same assignment applied to
the symbolic result.

4) The program runs the built-in method using the input
arguments obtained in the previous step. If the built-in
method and the execution of the path return the same
exception, the path is considered correct. If the built-in
method returns the generated expected value, the path is
also considered correct. Otherwise the path has an error.

5) If any test case of a method detects an error, then the
implementation is considered incorrect.

We found several errors in PEF by using this program. For
example, we have to read the C implementation of the function
indices (used in the built-in slide class) in order to build the
SlideProxy class. This code is part of the standard Python
interpreter called CPython3. The misinterpretation of the code
caused several errors in our implementation. Thanks to the
program presented here we were able to detect them.

VII. RESULTS

We performed the evaluation of the tool with some algo-
rithms. We conduct the evaluation on an Intel-based notebook
computer, equipped with i5-4258U processor at 2.40GHz,
8GB ram at 1600Hz, and OSX 10.10.

A. QuickSort

Figure 15 shows the QuickSort algorithm implemented with
list comprehensions.

We include in the code an optional precondition contract
defining the list length. Although this contract is not manda-
tory, it was added to analyze the algorithm performance over
different list sizes. We begin analyzing the number of explored
paths, the depth of the execution tree generated, and the
percentage of explored branches. In TABLE I we show these
results.

3https://github.com/python/cpython.

def quicksort(l):
"""
Quicksort using list comprehensions
:types: l: list
:assume: len(l) == 6
:ensures: returnv == sorted(returnv)
"""
if not l:

return []
else:

pivot = l[0]
lesser = [x for x in l[1:] if x < pivot]
greater = [x for x in l[1:] if x >= pivot]
lesser_sorted = quicksort(lesser)
greater_sorted = quicksort(greater)
return lesser_sorted + [pivot] + greater_sorted

Fig. 15. QuickSort code.

List
Length

Explored
Paths

Tree
Depth

% Explored
Branches

0 1 0 16
1 1 0 33
2 2 1 66
3 6 3 100
4 24 6 100
5 120 10 100
6 720 15 100

TABLE I
QUICKSORT EXPLORATION RESULTS.

As we see, the number of explored paths is the factorial of
the list length, as expected. The depth of the execution tree is
the number of free branches. This number is lower since its
growth is quadratic with respect to the size of the list. The last
column shows that it is only necessary to execute QuickSort
with lists containing three elements to achieve full coverage
of the branches.

TABLE II shows the run-time analysis for the same Quick-
Sort code. The values were measured taking the average run-
time over five executions.

List
Length

PEF
Run-time [ms]

Stand-alone
Run-time [µs]

0 165,29 195,59
1 309,68 185,1
2 641,28 196,24
3 2263,67 221,02
4 10610,27 398,12
5 62431,88 1522,04
6 4,7 · 105 9430,11

TABLE II
QUICKSORT RUN-TIME.

The table shows the run-time of the PEF analysis, and the
QuickSort algorithm running as stand-alone program (concrete
execution). The input arguments of the stand-alone executions



are the lists returned by PEF as test cases: for each list size,
PEF returns concrete input lists that cover the execution tree.
We calculate the time of running the algorithm with all this
test cases. This process is repeated five times and the results
are averaged. The run-time analysis with PEF is also averaged
over five times.

The table shows how both run-times increase rapidly with
the list size. This behavior is due the fact that the number
explored paths grows factorially with this size.

B. Other Results

We tested PEF over several programs, which are available
with the PEF code (examples.py file). For each of these
examples we tested correctness properties of the programs
using the contract system. TABLE III shows the average run-
time in seconds, over five executions.

The table shows the run-time of the PEF analysis, and
the stand-alone programs (concrete execution). The input
arguments of the stand-alone programs are the values obtained
by PEF as test cases. These were calculated in the same way
as the QuickSort algorithm (Section VII-A).

The execution times of PEF analysis are acceptable con-
sidering that tests where conducted on a standard notebook.
Although, they are orders of magnitude bigger than those of
the stand-alone programs. This overhead is a consequence of
the intensive use of Z3 performed by PEF.

VIII. RELATED WORK

The most successful symbolic execution tools such as
KLEE [10], SAGE [11], Bitblaze [4], and S2E [12] are
intended for static programming languages. However, dynamic
languages such as Python, Perl or Java Script, are becoming
popular since they allow programmers the creation of agile
prototypes, and are easy to use.

The only mature tool, oriented to Python language, known
for the authors is Chef [13]. This tool performs symbolic
execution on the target program and the interpreter at the same
time. Therefore, the tool needs a great processing power, not
available in personal computers.

Another tool for performing symbolic execution in Python
programs is Conpy [14]. This tool implements a dynamic
symbolic execution method or concolic testing [5], but we
do not find any reference to a functional software.

IX. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

Peer architecture [1] is a promising technique for analyzing
programs through symbolic execution. The proposal is based
on the fact that pure object oriented languages can perform
symbolic execution using its own defined objects as symbolic
values. Therefore, the technique is implemented without mod-
ifying the program code neither the underlying interpreter or
compiler.

Our work improves the technique by allowing the generation
of symbolic values for user-defined class objects. This advance
overcomes the problem described in [6]. The paper invalidates
the technique since it only supports symbolic execution over

Program
PEF

Run-time [s]
Stand-alone
Run-time [s]

quicksort 470,01 9,43
simple 3,5 · 10−2 4,2 · 10−5

simple bool 6,68 · 10−3 2 · 10−6
fun 3,13 · 10−2 3,7 · 10−5

funab 4,06 · 10−2 6 · 10−6
funfor 1,31 4,5 · 10−5

funlist in 0,37 7,2 · 10−5
funlist iter 1,45 3,08 · 10−4
funlist slice 31,71 2,52 · 10−4

assert not divisible 2,46 1,57 · 10−3
divisible 2,26 1,33 · 10−3
test Test 0,21 2,2 · 10−5

test mock Test 0,2 1,4 · 10−5
test gt 4,69 · 10−2 4 · 10−6

test kw args 4,93 · 10−2 3 · 10−6
simple test 4,79 · 10−2 4 · 10−6
example00 4,34 2,27 · 10−4
example01 43,73 1,06 · 10−3
example02 9,06 · 10−2 5 · 10−6
multitypes 2,48 · 10−2 7 · 10−5

test strings1 4,52 6,8 · 10−5
print species 1,54 5,82 · 10−4

sum lista 1,84 1 · 10−4
insertLeft 76,3 1,65 · 10−4
sum fac 0,95 6,3 · 10−5
sum fac2 3,25 4,6 · 10−5

test sum fac 3,98 1,33 · 10−4
fact spec 0,81 1,4 · 10−5

faulty fact 0,82 2,5 · 10−5
suma con bug 0,11 4,2 · 10−5

f l j 0,42 9 · 10−6
sum1 6,26 · 10−3 2 · 10−6
power 0,79 1,8 · 10−5
abs1 3,55 · 10−2 3 · 10−6

TABLE III
AVERAGE RUN-TIME OF TEST EXAMPLES.

primitive types. Therefore, the method was considered useless
for real cases.

We also implement the technique building a tool called PEF
(Python Error Finder). Thus, we apply the concepts of our
work in order to automatically explore paths, and detect errors
in Python programs. Besides, we implement a contract system
which allows us to validate conditions and write restrictions
over programs. These are written as noninvasive comments
using Python conventions. The result is a proof of concept for
the peer architecture including our extension. We show that
this tool is powerful enough to verify its own code. PEF is
available at https://git.cs.famaf.unc.edu.ar/dbarsotti/pef.

As future improvement of the technique we are interested
in the implementation of symbolic global variables. Currently



our tool only allows us to work with concrete values for
these variables. Hence, there may be unexplored paths in the
symbolic execution process.

In addition, the tool may be extended with variable aliasing
support. However, there are often little practical consequences
in using aliasing inside Python programs. In practice, it is rare
for Python programmers to create an alias instead of a new
variable since any assignment of a value to an identifier breaks
the alias link.

Other improvements are conditioned by the power of the
solver, such as the availability of decision procedures for
new types or the ability to solve more complex expressions.
However, we believe that the power of this tools will increase
over time. This progress will allows us to analyze programs
better, and in more depth.
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